Ricardo was one of the members. That was a new and enriching experience for me. But not without nontrivial difficulties, of course. Regretfully, an authority conflict emerged with one of the members. Ricardo, although in cordial terms with my opponent, stood on my side. One day, while we were getting out from the elevator, he told me "Voce nao agrediu, voce revidou. Porque no sertao do Nordeste, e nos vales secos da Grecia, nao se leva desaforo para casa." 1 Once again, I felt very deep empathy for that man.
I will finish my paint spots of Ricardo's fascinating personality by recalling a short dialog that I had with him, at the hotel, during one of the huge Brazilian annual meetings on Condensed Matter Physics. I had just learnt that some wealthy gentleman from USA made a generous donation to the College where he had received, many decades ago, Chemistry lessons from Ricardo, and that he wanted this to constitute an annual award to be named "Ferreira Scholarship". I was very impressed by the fact that a very rich man was still remembering, some thirty years later and in such a strong and touching manner, that foreign professor that was teaching in a neat Brazilianaccent English. So, I said to Ricardo "This is incredible, such a thing only happens to you! How were you teaching those young people?" Ricardo's answer: "I do not know. I just taught to them until a certain point, and then let them free." Freedom, wisdom and simplicity: that is a good part of the greatness of Ricardo Ferreira.
Let me now dedicate a few words to our scientific collaboration on biogenesis. [2] [3] [4] One day, he gave to me an article by the Nobel laureate Phil Anderson 5 and suggested me to read it: "I think you will like it", he said. Indeed, I liked it. I read it on a sunny Saturday, at the side of a swimming pool of the Club Caiçaras, in Rio de Janeiro. The possible emergence of the first prebiotic forms -on Earth and/or elsewhere -was there approached in terms of complementarity. That idea fascinated me, and it came to my mind that perhaps the appearance of codified self-replicating polymers happened through a critical phenomenon. I wrote then a simple renormalization group equation on a Coca Cola napkin, and saw that it My Friend Ricardo Ferreira, an Impressive Natural Philosopher J. Braz. Chem. Soc. 204 generalize the approach, introducing in the renormalization group two possibly different fugacities, namely K AT and K CG . This hypothesis was closer to reality, and brought into the theory several interesting new aspects, such as diversity and selection. I was learning a lot with Ricardo. Every new mathematical possibility immediately raised in Ricardo's mind lots of questions concerning its interpretation in terms of physical, chemical and biological
It is appropriate to say in the present occasion that all the renormalization group equations for the longest oligomers (from the pentamer to the eneamer) were calculated by hand by Ricardo. Those corresponding to the pentamer are shown in Figure 1 . The whole set of calculations demanded (very many) days of patient and meticulous work by Ricardo on (very many) large computer-sheets of paper, over two meters long all together! I was teaching him renormalization group techniques. He was teaching me natural philosophy. Of the two of us, it was me who had the deepest benefit! These early ideas about biogenesis did not end, in fact, with our three papers with Ricardo. They produced followups by Ricardo et al., 6 by me et al., [7] [8] [9] and by other people elsewhere (e.g. 10, 11 ). They attracted attention in international meetings, and even in popular media such as the Brazilian magazine VEJA. I still have in hands 68 letters/cards from scientists from all over the world asking Ricardo and myself to send them reprints of those papers. Twenty-five years ago, 68 citations were an enormous number! Finally, let me focus on one more piece of science that emerged within the connection that Ricardo had established between Química Nova and myself. The chemistry Brazilian journal had decided to dedicate a special issue to the 150th Anniversary of Boltzmann birth, and I was one of the contributors. I was at the time in East Lansing, at Michigan State University, spending a long sabbatical. At that time I realized that virtually all the main equations of nonextensive statistical mechanics -a generalization of BoltzmannGibbs (BG) statistical mechanics that I proposed in 1988 12 -could be elegantly rewritten in the same forms as those of the BG theory, by just generalizing the mathematical form of the usual logarithmic and exponential functions. These generalizations are the following ones: (2) and its inverse (3) if 1 + (1-q)x 0, and zero otherwise. Both generalizations were introduced for the first time 13 in that Química Nova special issue, and are widely used nowadays in the literature of the nonextensive theory. Thanks, Ricardo!
